March 4, 2018

U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue NW
Office of Regulations and Interpretations
Employee Benefits Security Administration
Room N-5655
Washington, DC 20210

Re: Definition of Employer – Small Business Health Plans RIN 1210-AB85

To Whom It May Concern:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on U.S. Department of Labor's (DOL) proposed regulation ("Proposed Rule" - RIN 1210-AB85) under Title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) that would broaden the criteria under ERISA section 3(5) for determining when employers may join together to form Association Health Plans (AHP).

I have served as a Trustee of an AHP for more than a decade and I also serve as the President and CEO of a sponsoring association.

I am writing today to express concerns about the proposed EBSA-2018-0001. Expansion of AHPs is good for healthcare and, in particular, good for small businesses. It offers small and medium-sized businesses more affordable options for coverage, which is critical when companies are competing for talent. However, some aspects of the Proposed Rule would negatively impact the market and prevent the expansion of AHPs, while also having significant impact on current insurance markets that could result in rates increasing or product selection decreasing. On behalf of Associated Industries, the following are my comments on the Proposed Rule:

Expansion of the HIPAA Nondiscrimination Rules

The Proposed Rule makes explicit that coverage offered through AHPs may not violate the HIPAA nondiscrimination rules and expands those rules to prohibit AHPs from treating
employees of different member employers as distinct groups of similarly-situated individuals. One effect of this would be to prevent an AHP from charging higher premiums to an employer based on its aggregate claims experience.

The proposed expansion of the HIPAA nondiscrimination rules is inconsistent with HIPAA. On its face, interpreting “similarly-situated individuals” to include individuals hired by two different employers is not a permissible, reasonable or rationale construction of the statutory language. There is no better example of employees who are not similarly-situated than the employees of two different employers. Such employees are hired by different employers to do different jobs at different sites subject to different terms and conditions and compensated and provided distinct benefits. They are not “similarly-situated individuals” simply because their employers share a trade or geographic area of operation that establishes an association or group of such employers as an ERISA 3(5) “employer” for the purposes of providing an employee benefit plan.

The Department states that treating the employees of separate employers as similarly-situated individuals is consistent with treating the association or group of employers as an ERISA 3(5) “employer.” This is not true and suggests potentially dangerous unintended expansion of the nondiscrimination rules. Under current law, controlled groups of corporations – which are treated as ERISA 3(5) “employers” – routinely have different premiums for different corporations within the controlled groups. This does not violate HIPAA and is closely analogous to the operation of an AHP. Even individuals working at separate divisions, or different locations within a division, within a single corporate entity are not treated as similarly-situated individuals under current law. Unless the Department’s intent is to radically reshape the application of the HIPAA nondiscrimination rules, there is no reason to try to make the nondiscrimination rules apply to AHPs in a different manner than they apply to other entities.

Finally, the Department states that its intent in expanding the HIPAA nondiscrimination rules is to address risk selection, but it appears to misunderstand that risk selection is already addressed by federal and state law. With respect to insured plans, risk selection is addressed by the ACA and state insurance laws. Insurance carriers are limited with respect to the risk factors they can use to establish premiums and their rates are filed with the state in which they operate according to that state’s rules. Consistent with the ACA, AHPs simply allow groups of employers access to insurance rated under large group rating rules. There is no risk selection that is not already present in the large group market. Similarly, self-funded AHPs are regulated as MEWAs at both the state and federal level. To the extent that individual states believe that current state law does not adequately address risk selection that is the appropriate place to regulate it (though it is hard to imagine any state encouraging self-funded MEWAs to take on additional risk).

Precluding AHPs from continuing to use claims experience to set rates at the employer group level will inherently result in cross-subsidization and discourage the use and expansion of AHPs. The result would be that many employers’ rates would increase simply as a result of one or two high-cost employers within the AHP. It creates adverse selection, cripples the expansion of AHPs, creates unhealthy community rated/individual markets, and will work against the goal of providing affordability through AHPs. It is simply untenable.

The Department’s goal of distinguishing AHPs from commercial insurance is laudable, but it is not achieved through expanding the HIPAA nondiscrimination rules. The appropriate way to
distinguish AHPs from commercial insurance is through the provisions relating to establishment and control of the AHP.

**Grandfather Existing AHPs**

One way to distinguish AHPs from commercial insurance, while minimizing the Proposed Rule’s impact on existing AHPs, would be to modify the nondiscrimination requirement to permit AHPs currently in existence to continue operating as they have. Specifically, DOL should adopt a grandfathering rule pursuant to which fully-insured AHPs in existence prior to January 5, 2018 (publication date of the Proposed Rule) would be subject to the nondiscrimination requirements in section 2510.3-5(d) without regard to paragraph (d)(4). Grandfathered AHPs do not implicate the concerns that the Department has raised about risk selection because such AHPs have operated to enhance healthcare marketplaces prior to the issuance of the Proposed Rule. This modification would permit grandfathered AHPs to continue their current practice of experience rating each employer member, while balancing the Department’s concerns about risk selection.

If the Department’s primary concern is really about the individual market, as a condition of being exempt from the application of paragraph (d)(4), grandfathered AHPs could be prohibited from accepting as a member, or offering coverage to, any employer with fewer than two employees. This condition would eliminate the risk of discriminating against any single employee or self-employed individual.

**Effective Date**

The effective date of the Proposed Rule needs to be no sooner than plan years commencing on or after January 1, 2020 to allow enough time for insurance companies to react and adjust without causing unnecessary price increases for small and medium sized employers.

Association Health Plans can be a vehicle to expand quality and affordability of health care coverage as they have been in the State of Washington. However, the proposed rule would prevent this expansion from occurring and would lead to increased risk of fraud and abuse; lower quality benefits; adverse selection and ultimate deterioration of overall insurance markets.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions at jdewalt@AIIN.com.

Sincerely,

James DeWalt  
President and CEO  
Associated Industries